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State lawmakers respond

to siege on Capitol Hill
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Statement by Navajo Nation President Jonathan Nez and Vice President Myron Lizer:

“First and foremost, the violent events unfolding at the Capitol in Washington D.C., are
shameful, uncalled for, and need to stop immediately.

We are praying for the safety and well-being of our leaders and staff in Congress, law
enforcement officers, the Navajo Nation Washington Office staff members, and all citizens of
the Navajo Nation and our country.

Today was a special day for the Navajo Nation as we held a peaceful inauguration for chapter
and other local officials to carry out duties and service for our Navajo people.

Unfortunately, this special day for many of our new and returning leaders and their families is
being overshadowed by the violence occurring in Washington D.C.

We pray that law and order will be restored for the federal government, and we pray that our
nation heals from the divisive politics that has driven so much of the discord in our country. We
must remember that the peaceful transition of power has always been a cornerstone of our
country’s democracy and for the Navajo people.

The division and the violence that has escalated today [Jan. 6] is unacceptable and must not be
condoned or perpetuated by anyone, including our own Navajo people and leaders. We must be
united as Navajo people, and not let the divisiveness we are seeing in Washington D.C. unfold
in our homelands.

Remember the teachings of our elders and the examples set by our past leaders and ancestors.
Despite differences in views of society, politics, and values, we must always maintain respect
and dignity for all people and each other.
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Our country and the Navajo Nation are facing unprecedented challenges and uncertainties, but
we are strong, and we are resilient — our grandparents, parents, and many others have proven
this time and time again throughout our history.

In the midst of this pandemic, unprecedented numbers of COVID-19 infections, and the
overwhelming of our health care system, it is important for all Americans to come together and
to protect the institutions of democracy, the spirit and hope of democracy, and most importantly
to protect the health and safety of all Americans.

We ask you to join us in prayer for our Navajo people and our country at this time.

Ahe’hee”

Statement by Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham:

“There is no place in our country or state for this,” Lujan Grisham said. “This is beneath the
United States of America. It is not who we are. I am sickened beyond words by the scenes from
Washington, D.C., this afternoon [Jan. 6].

It is nothing less than domestic terrorism, enacted in an effort to overturn a free and fair
election. I am praying for the law enforcement and military personnel working to protect
American lives from this anti-democratic riot and attempted insurrection. Law enforcement
personnel here in New Mexico will continue to monitor any analogous protests that are
occurring or may occur in our state.

“The president of the United States has stoked this anti-democracy sentiment. He has fanned
flames of hatred and violence. His reprehensible attacks on the rule of law and American
democracy have directly inspired this unconscionable display of disorder and mob mentality. He
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is responsible.

He has always been responsible. His conspiracies and threats endanger the very fabric of our
nation. He – and every one of his enablers – must be held accountable. The president must
immediately join leaders across the political spectrum in calling for an end to the chaos he has
caused.”
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